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Electronic and atomic structures of vacancies and protons in hydroxyapatite �HAp� are analyzed by using
first-principles band structure calculations. From total energies of supercells for monoclinic HAp, defect
formation energies and equilibrium concentrations are evaluated, assuming chemical equilibrium between HAp
and aqueous solution saturated with respect to HAp. It is found that interstitial and Ca-substitutional protons
form H2O groups or acid phosphates of HPO4

2− and are stabilized by making hydrogen bonding with adjacent
PO4

3− groups. Moreover, defect association considerably decreases the defect formation energies, and, in par-
ticular, interstitial protons bonded to OH− groups become most stable when associated with Ca-substitutional
protons. Due to abundant formation of the associated defect comprising interstitial and Ca-substitutional
protons, Ca contents in HAp decrease with lowering pH, which explains pH dependence of Ca /P molar ratios
of HAp observed experimentally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydroxyapatite �HAp, Ca5�PO4�3OH� is expected as bio-
compatible materials, and its chemistry and defect structures
are of considerable importance in unraveling biological phe-
nomena occurring in human bones and teeth. It is known that
HAp components in human bodies are usually nonstoichio-
metric and also contain a variety of impurities.1,2 A Ca /P
molar ratio in naturally occurring and/or experimentally pre-
pared HAp, which is 1.67 in the stoichiometric case, varies
from 1.5 to 1.67 �Ca deficient�, depending on the surround-
ing chemical and experimental environments.1 Since biologi-
cal properties of HAp should be closely related to the nons-
toichiometry, it is necessary to clarify a mechanism of point
defect formation in HAp, especially at low temperatures and
in aqueous solution as encountered in human bodies.

A number of mechanisms for point-defect formation in
Ca-deficient HAp were proposed, which were based on ex-
perimental chemical analyses for HAp crystals prepared by
low-temperature processes such as solution precipitation.2–9

In the mechanisms, incorporation of protons that occurs from
aqueous solutions surrounding HAp crystals is responsible
for the nonstoichiometry. Posner et al. and their co-workers
suggested that the Ca deficiency is due to Ca2+ vacancies
charge compensated by two protons, where the chemical for-
mula is represented as Ca10−xH2x�PO4�6�OH�2.2–4 It is noted
here that the charge-compensating protons are considered to
be located between oxygen atoms of two adjacent PO4

3−

groups, namely, in the form of protonated PO4
3− �HPO4

2−�.
Winand et al. pointed out formation of OH− vacancies, and
took into account charge compensation among Ca2+ vacan-
cies, OH− vacancies, and protons, which results in the chemi-
cal formula of Ca10−x�HPO4�x�PO4�6−x�OH�2−x.

5,6 This
mechanism was also supported by Bery.7,8 The chemical for-
mula of Ca-deficient HAp proposed by Kuhl and Nebergall9

is similar to the one of Winand et al.,5,6 but arises from two
independent charge-compensation mechanisms: �a� a pair of
Ca2+ and OH− vacancies with one charge-compensating pro-
ton and �b� two OH− vacancies with one Ca2+ vacancy. The

defect-formation mechanisms at a low temperature would
also be important for HAp in human bodies, because succes-
sive dissolution and reprecipitation processes of HAp always
takes place in body fluids, leading to the observed nonsto-
ichiometry. Therefore, an understanding of the defect-
formation mechanism of pure HAp is an essential step to
reveal properties and phenomena of biological HAp involved
in human bodies.

As stated above, the point-defect chemistry of HAp is
complex, which prevents further understanding of physical
and chemical properties of HAp in biological environment.
In this regard, recent first-principles calculations have a great
possibility to provide a detailed mechanism of point defect
formation in oxides theoretically. This is also the case for
HAp, and there have been a number of first-principles calcu-
lations for HAp with/without defects. Calderín et al.10 and
Rulis et al.11 performed first-principles band structure calcu-
lations to investigate atomic arrangement and bonding char-
acteristics in bulk HAp. In contrast, Ellis and co-workers
calculated substitutional defects of CO2, Fe, and Zn in HAp
by using cluster models, and made comparison with avail-
able experimental data to identify characteristic electronic
structures localized around the defects.12–14 More recently,
Astala et al. performed first-principles pseudopotential cal-
culations for substitutional CO3 and Si in HAp.15,16 The au-
thors evaluated the relative defect formation energies, and
investigated the charge-compensation mechanism energeti-
cally most favorable. Previously, we also studied intrinsic
vacancies in HAp, and examined temperature dependence of
the vacancy formation energies, which successfully explains
dehydration behavior of HAp observed experimentally.17

However, a dominant defect reaction occurring in HAp in
aqueous solutions has not been theoretically addressed.

In the present study, first-principles calculations are per-
formed to study atomic and electronic structures of intrinsic
vacancies and protons in HAp. Based on total energies by
supercell calculations, defect formation energies in equilib-
rium between HAp and its saturated aqueous solution are
quantitatively evaluated. For this purpose, chemical poten-
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tials of individual ionic species in the solution at a particular
pH condition are defined according to thermodynamic treat-
ments with the aid of experimental and first-principles data.
Details of the present first-principles approach to defect
chemistry in the solid-liquid equilibrium will be described in
Sec. II. Characteristics of electronic density of states and
optimized atomic structures around vacancies and protons in
HAp will be shown in Secs. III A and III B. Finally, forma-
tion energies of isolated and associated defects are quantita-
tively evaluated in Sec. III C, and then possible defect reac-
tions giving rise to the observed nonstoichiometry of HAp
will be discussed.

II. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

A. Electronic structure calculation and supercell

First-principles electronic structure calculations are per-
formed based on the projector augmented wave �PAW�
method, which is implemented in the Vienna ab initio simu-
lation package.18–21 The generalized gradient approximation
is used for the exchange-correlation potential proposed by
Perdew, Bruke, and Ernzerhof.22 A plane-wave cutoff energy
�Ecut� is set at 500 eV throughout the present study. Struc-
tural relaxation is carried out for all atoms in a unit cell and
supercells, and is truncated when the atomic forces are less
than 0.05 eV /Å.

In this study, point defects in HAp with a monoclinic
structure23 �P21 /b� are investigated. The monoclinic struc-
ture is similar to the hexagonal one,24 and the unit cell �88
atoms� can be described as the hexagonal unit �44 atoms�
doubled along the b axis, where the OH columns in the �c
axis directions are alternatively arranged �see Fig. 1�. Ac-
cording to the designation by Elliot et al.,23 five different Ca
sites �Ca-1, Ca�-1, Ca-2a, Ca-2b, and Ca-2c�, three P sites
�P-a, P-b, and P-c�, thirteen O sites �O-1a, O-1b, O-1c, O-2a,
O-2b, O-2c, O-3a, O-3b, O-3c, O�-3a, O�-3b, O�-3c, and
O-h�, and a hydrogen site adjacent to O-h �forming OH−

group� are involved in the unit cell. The Ca-1 and Ca�-1
atoms are generally referred to as columnar Ca, and are six-
fold coordinated by oxygen atoms at the vertices of adjacent
PO4

3− tetrahedra with an average interatomic distance of
0.244 nm �see also Table I�. On the other hand, the Ca-2abc
atoms �triangular Ca� form triangles around the OH columns
along the c axis, and the two adjacent Ca-2 triangles are
rotated by 60° about the OH− column from each other.1 The
triangular Ca atoms are also sixfold coordinated by oxygen
atoms with an average bond length of 0.242 nm, but one of
the coordinating O atoms belongs to OH− group.

The m-HAp structure was first calculated on the 2�1
�3 k-point mesh generated by the Monkhorst-Pack �MP�
scheme �four irreducible k points�.25 The optimized lattice
parameters were a=0.952 nm, b=2a, and c=0.691 nm,
which agrees well with experiment �a=0.942 nm, b=2a, and
c=0.688 nm�.23

Based on the unit-cell structure thus calculated, supercells
of m-HAp are generated by doubling the unit cell along the a
and c axes, so that the total number of atoms in the perfect
supercell is 352. In the supercell calculations, Brillouin zone
sampling is done only at the � point because of the rather

large supercell. For calculations of vacancies �interstitials� in
m-HAp, ions or ion groups of interest are removed from
�added to� the perfect supercell, and all atoms in the super-
cells were allowed to relax in the manner described above. In
order to check the computational accuracy in the present su-
percell calculations, test calculations in more severe condi-
tions of Ecut=550 eV or two irreducible k points are carried
out for supercells with/without a Ca vacancy. It is confirmed
that the total energy convergence is less than 1.5 meV /atom,
which results in a difference in defect formation energy of
less than 0.02 eV.

B. Defect formation energy

In this study, intrinsic vacancies, interstitial and substitu-
tional protons in m-HAp are considered, and their energetics
is investigated by first-principles calculations with a super-
cell technique. Defect formation energies ��Hf� are evalu-
ated from total energies �ET� of the perfect and defective
supercells. When a defect with charge q is formed by addi-
tion or removal of an atom � and electrons in HAp, its for-
mation energy can be obtained using atomic chemical poten-
tials �� as

�Hf = ET�defect;q� − ET�perfect� + �
�

l��� + q�EVBM + �F� ,

�1�

where l� is an integer. For instance, l�=1 indicates removal
of the atom � from the perfect crystal into a reservoir, while

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of monoclinic HAp. �a�, �b�, and �c� are
illustrations viewed along the c axis, and atomic positions of Ca and
P are highlighted in �b� and �c�, respectively. In �d�, only OH groups
are drawn to show the alternate arrangement of the OH columns in
the �c-axis directions.
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l�=−1 corresponds to addition of � from a reservoir into the
perfect crystal. In the present calculations, point defects aris-
ing from �=Ca, PO4, OH, and H in their fully charged states
�Ca2+, PO4

3−, OH−, and H+� are considered. It is then noted
that the defect charge q is related to the ionic charge z� for �
as

q = − �
�

l�z�. �2�

In Eq. �1�, �F is the Fermi level measured from the valence
band maximum �EVBM�. Since the EVBM values for the de-
fective supercells are affected by the supercell size and the
background charges neutralizing the supercell charges, they
are different from that of the perfect supercell. Therefore,
EVBM values of the defective supercells are corrected using
average electrostatic potentials for atoms in the perfect and
defective supercells �Vav

perfect and Vav
defect� in the following

manner:

EVBM = EVBM
perfect + Vav

defect − Vav
perfect = EVBM

perfect + �Vav. �3�

More details for the �Vav evaluation were also described
elsewhere.17,26 Substituting Eqs. �2� and �3� into Eq. �1�
gives the defect formation energy as

�Hf = ET�defect;q� − ET�perfect�

+ �
�

l���� − z�EF,HAp� + q�Vav. �4�

Here the relation of EF,HAp=EVBM
perfect+�F is used, which corre-

sponds to the Fermi energy of the perfect supercell.
�� is generally determined from a particular chemical

equilibrium condition. In fact, there were a number of theo-
retical calculations of defect formation energies assuming

solid-solid or solid-gas equilibrium conditions.27–29 Unlike
the previous reports, the present study attempts to deal with
solid-liquid equilibrium between solid HAp and the sur-
rounding aqueous solution saturated with respect to HAp.
Since the saturated solution is composed of ionic species
such as Ca2+, PO4

3−, OH−, and H+, it is convenient to write
Eq. �4� not by the atomic chemical potentials �� but by the
chemical potentials for the charged species ��z�. Note that
the chemical potentials of ionic species �z� in HAp are ob-
tained by ��z� =��−z�EF,HAp, Eq. �4� can be expressed as

�Hf = ET�defect;q� − ET�perfect� + �
�

l���z� + q�Vav.

�5�

In the chemical equilibrium between solid HAp and its
saturated solution, the electrochemical potentials for a par-
ticular ionic species in the two phases ��̄�z�,HAp and �̄�z�,aq�
are equal to each other,30,31

�̄�z�,HAp = �̄�z�,aq. �6�

In terms of inner potentials for HAp crystal �	�HAp�� and its
saturated solution �	�aq��, the chemical potential ��z�,HAp is
given by

��z�,HAp = ��z�,aq + z��	�aq� − 	�HAp�� = ��z�,aq + z��HAp
aq 	 .

�7�

The second term of the right-hand side in Eq. �7� is an elec-
trostatic energy contribution for the charged species due to
the inner-potential difference of �HAp

aq 	. Combining Eqs. �5�
and �7� provides the final form of the defect formation en-
ergy, as follows:

TABLE I. Calculated distances from vacancy sites to the surrounding atoms, together with coordinated
atomic species and the coordination numbers. Since the HAp crystal has a low symmetry, atoms in a
particular coordination shell centered at a vacancy site are not always located at the same distances. In such
a case, averaged distances form the vacancy site are shown.

Site Distance in nm �atomic species; coordination number�

1st NN 2nd NN 3rd NN

H+ Bulk 0.098�O;1� 0.248�O;1� 0.271�Ca;3�
Vacancy 0.154�O;1� 0.256�Ca;3� 0.262�O;1�

OH− Bulk 0.240�Ca;3� 0.320�O;6� 0.343�O;4�
0.248�H;1�

Vacancy 0.255�H;1� 0.266�Ca;3� 0.285�O;2�
Ca-12+ Bulk 0.244�O;6� 0.264�O;1� 0.299�O;2�

Vacancy 0.262�O;6� 0.284�O;1� 0.315�O;2�
Ca-2a2+ Bulk 0.242�O;6� 0.271�H;1� 0.308�P;1�

0.277�O;1�
Vacancy 0.153�H;1� 0.251�O;5� 0.271�O;1�

�PO4�3−-a Bulk 0.308�Ca;1� 0.320�O;1� 0.330�Ca;1�
0.321�Ca;1�

Vacancy 0.285�O;1� 0.334�O;1� 0.350�O;4�
0.351�Ca;4�
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�Hf = ET�defect;q� − ET�perfect�

+ �
�

l���z�,aq + q�Vav − q�HAp
aq 	 . �8�

The inner-potential difference of the right-hand side in Eq.
�8� cannot be evaluated straightforwardly, and may depend
on concentrations of the defects. Hence this term is consid-
ered as a variable, and is used to calculate equilibrium defect
concentrations of the charged point defects in HAp �shown
in Sec. III C�.

The chemical potential ��z�,aq in Eq. �8� comprises a stan-
dard chemical potential term ��z�,aq

� �at a temperature T and a
pressure of 0.1 MPa� and a term of kBT ln a�z� as

��z�,aq = ��z�,aq
� + kBT ln a�z�, �9�

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and a�z� is an activity of
ionic species �z� in the solution, which depends on the ac-
tivity coefficient 
�z� and the concentration in the solution
��z�� �a�z� =
�z���z���. For simplicity, activity coefficients
for all species are approximated to be 1.0 throughout the
present study. This would be reasonable in this case, since
HAp is sparingly soluble in water1 and its saturated solution
is basically considered as dilute solution. Therefore, in order
to evaluate the defect formation energy by using Eq. �8�, the
standard chemical potentials and concentrations of constitu-
ent ions in the aqueous solution, shown in Eq. �9�, have to be
prepared.

C. Standard chemical potentials of ionic species in aqueous
solution

In order to calculate �Hf, it is necessary to obtain the
standard chemical potential ��z�,aq

� in Eq. �9�. However, it is
difficult to straightforwardly calculate this quantity in a first-
principles manner. This is because ionic species in an aque-
ous solution are generally hydrated, and thus detailed atomic
structures of hydrated ions should be correctly taken into
account, which would be a very demanding task. To avoid
this difficulty, experimental thermodynamic data are used in
combination with total energies of reference solids and mol-
ecules from the first-principles calculations.

For example, in the case of Ca2+, the quantity of �Ca2+,aq
�

corresponds to a Gibbs energy change of the following reac-
tion:

Ca�s� → Ca2+�aq,aCa2+ = 1� + 2e−. �10�

It should be noted that the Gibbs energy change for the in-
dependent Ca2+ ion in the aqueous solution cannot be mea-
sured experimentally. In conventional electrochemistry, the
standard hydrogen electrode �SHE, Pt �H2�g, p
=0.1 MPa� �H+�aq,aH+ =1�� is invoked, and the following re-
action in the half cell of SHE:

H2�g,p = 0.1 MPa� → 2H+�aq,aH+ = 1� + 2e−, �11�

is combined with the half cell of Eq. �10�:

Ca�s� + 2H+�aq,aH+ = 1� = Ca2+�aq,aCa2+ = 1�

+ H2�g,p = 0.1 MPa� . �12�

The equilibrium condition for Eq. �12� can be written as

�Ca,s
� + 2�̄H+,aq

� = �̄Ca2+,aq
� + �H2,g

� . �13�

It is noted that the standard electrochemical potentials are
expressed in terms of standard chemical potentials and elec-
trostatic potentials in the following manner:

�̄Ca2+,aq
� = �Ca2+,aq

� + zCa2+	��Ca,aq�,

�̄H+,aq
� = �H+,aq

� + zH+	��SHE�. �14�

Then the standard Gibbs formation energy of Ca2+ in the
aqueous solution ��Gf

��Ca2+ ,aq�� can be given by combina-
tion of Eqs. �13� and �14�

�Gf
��Ca2+,aq� = − 2�	��Ca,aq� − 	��SHE��

= �Ca2+,aq
� + �H2,g

� − �Ca,s
� − 2�H+,aq

� . �15�

Standard Gibbs formation energies of various ions in an
aqueous solution at 298 K are available in the thermody-
namic table,32 which are used in this study. Therefore,
�Ca2+,aq

� can be rewritten from Eq. �15� as

�Ca2+,aq
� = �Gf

��Ca2+,aq� + �Ca,s
� + 2��H+,aq

� −
1

2
�H2,g

� � .

�16�

For the solid phase of pure Ca, bcc Ca is separately calcu-
lated from first principles, and the total energy per atom is
considered to be equal to �Ca,s

� .
In order to evaluate the third term in parentheses in Eq.

�16�, a Born-Haber-like cycle for hydrogen in Fig. 2 is in-
voked, and the following equation can be obtained:31

�H+,aq
� −

1

2
�H2,g

� = �Gf
��H,g� + �Gf

��H+,g�

+ �Gsol
� �H+,aq� − �e−,g

� , �17�

where �Gf
��H,g� is an atomization energy of a H2 molecule,

and �Gf
��H+,g� is an ionization energy of a H atom.

�Gsol
� �H+,aq� indicates a solvation energy of a proton in the

solution of the SHE, and �Gsol
� �H+,aq�=−11.28 eV �at

298 K�, provided that the aqueous solution of the SHE is

FIG. 2. Born-Harber cycle for formation of proton in aqueous
solution.
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uncharged.31 All these quantities at 298 K are tabulated in
Ref. 31, which are used in this study. The last term of the
right-hand side in Eq. �17� corresponds to a chemical poten-
tial of an ideal electron gas at the standard state, and the
value of −0.04 eV at 298 K obtained from the Fermi-Dirac
statistics is used for it.33 As a result, the standard chemical
potential for Ca2+ in the aqueous solution can be quantita-
tively evaluated.

For other ionic species relevant to HAp, their standard
chemical potentials are represented in the similar way, and
are summarized below

�PO4
3−,aq

� = �Gf
��PO4

3−,aq� + �P,s
� + 2�O2,g

�

− 3��H+,aq
� −

1

2
�H2,g

� � , �18�

�OH−,aq
� = �Gf

��OH−,aq� +
1

2
��O2,g

� + �H2,g
� �

− ��H+,aq
� −

1

2
�H2,g

� � . �19�

The standard chemical potential for a proton in the solution
can be easily obtained from Eq. �17�. �P,s

� in Eq. �18� is a
total energy per atom of solid black phosphorous �the Acam
space group�34,35 calculated in the first-principle manner.

In the above equations of Eqs. �16�–�19�, the remaining
terms to be prepared are the standard chemical potentials for
the gas phases of O2 and H2. They are obtained from total
energies of the isolated molecules, and it is also reasonable
to take account of the temperature dependence of the chemi-
cal potentials.17 For instance, �H2,g

� is expressed in terms of
the enthalpy hH2,g

� �T� and entropy SH2,g
� �T� as

�H2,g
� = hH2,g

� �T� − TSH2,g
� �T�

= hH2,g
� �0� + �hH2,g

� �T� − hH2,g
� �0�� − TSH2,g

� �T� .

�20�

A total energy for an isolated H2 molecule by the first-
principles calculations is considered to be the enthalpy at T
=0 K �hH2,g

� �0��, and the resultant temperature-dependent en-
thalpy and entropy terms are obtained from the thermody-
namic data.36 For evaluation of defect formation energies and
defect concentrations, a temperature of 298 K is employed
throughout the present study.

In order to assess the validity of the standard chemical
potentials for ions shown above, the following dissociation
equilibrium of HAp is examined:

Ca5�PO4�3OH�s� = 5Ca2+�aq� + 3PO4
3−�aq� + OH−�aq� .

�21�

The equilibrium condition can be described by the ionic
chemical potentials and the solubility product Ksp as

2.303kBTpKsp = 5�Ca2+,aq
� + 3�PO4

3−,aq
� + �OH−,aq

� − �HAp,s
� ,

�22�

where

pKsp = − log��Ca2+�5�PO4
3−�3�OH−�� . �23�

From the total energy of perfect HAp �=�HAp,s
� � and the stan-

dard chemical potentials of Eqs. �16�, �18�, and �19�, the
Gibbs energy change at the standard state in the right-hand
side of Eq. �22� is calculated to be 325 kJ /mol. The calcu-
lated result is in good agreement with the experimental value
of 328 kJ /mol, which is obtained from 2.303kBTpKsp in the
left-hand side term of Eq. �22� using experimental pKsp
=57.5 in the molarity scale.37

D. Ionic concentrations in aqueous solution

Once the standard chemical potentials ��z�,aq
� are given in

the manner described above, the remaining quantity to be
obtained in Eq. �9� is ionic concentrations in the aqueous
solution. In equilibrium at T=298 K, concentrations of ionic
species dissolving from HAp in the saturated aqueous solu-
tion are governed by the solubility product Ksp, as shown in
Eq. �23�. In this study, the experimental value of pKsp
=57.5 in the molarity scale37 is used. From the ionic product
of water pKw=14.0 mol2 / l2, the �H+� and �OH−� values are
also constrained by

pKw = − log��H+��OH−�� . �24�

It should be noted here that phosphate ions in the HAp-
saturated aqueous solution can be present in three different
protonated forms such as HPO4

2−, H2PO4
−, and H3PO4, de-

pending on pH �=−log�H+�� of the aqueous system. Their
concentrations are determined by the following acid disso-
ciation constants in the molarity scale:

pK1 = − log���PO4
3−��H+��/�HPO4

2−�� = 12.3, �25�

pK2 = − log���HPO4
2−��H+��/�H2PO4

−�� = 7.2, �26�

pK3 = − log���H2PO4
−��H+��/�H3PO4�� = 2.1. �27�

Moreover, charge neutrality of the solution has to be taken
into account. In this regard, it is assumed that acid HX �in
the low pH range� or base MOH �in the high pH range� is
added to adjust the pH value, where M+ and X− are indiffer-
ent ions to the dissolution equilibrium of HAp.37 For in-
stance, in the low pH range, the ionic concentrations are
constrained as

2�Ca2+� + �H+� = �X−� + �OH−� + 3�PO4
3−�

+ 2�HPO4
2−� + �H2PO4

−� , �28�

where

�H+� = �X−� . �29�

Similarly, in the high pH range, the charge-neutrality require-
ment can be expressed by
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2�Ca2+� + �H+� + �M+� = �OH−� + 3�PO4
3−�

+ 2�HPO4
2−� + �H2PO4

−� , �30�

where

�M+� = �OH−� . �31�

A pH value is considered as a variable parameter, and ion
concentrations in the HAp-saturated solution at a particular
pH can be calculated from Eqs. �23�–�31�, which are used to
evaluate the ionic chemical potentials in Eq. �9� and their pH
dependence.

Figure 3 shows the calculated pH dependence of ionic
concentrations in the HAp-saturated solution. The calcium
concentration decreases with increasing pH, and the �Ca2+�
profile is in agreement with the result by Chander and
Fuerstenau.38 Among phosphate-related ions, the HPO4

2− and
H2PO4

− dominate in the solution around neutral pH, and the
amount of PO4

3− is quite small expect for in the extremely
high pH range. It can be said that phosphate ions dissolving
from HAp easily accept protons in the solution, and most of
them are in the protonated form such as HPO4

2− and H2PO4
−.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electronic structures of vacancies in HAp

Figure 4 shows calculated densities of states �DOSs� for
supercells with and without an isolated vacancy in HAp. For
the defective supercells, energy positions of the valence band
maximum �VBM� are corrected by the average potentials,
which are set at 0 eV. In this figure, only the DOS curves for
five kinds of vacancies at particular atomic sites are dis-
played, because DOS profiles for vacancies located at other
inequivalent atomic positions exhibit quite similar features to
those shown here. In addition, distances from the vacancies
to neighboring atoms are summarized in Table I, together
with the corresponding interatomic distances in the perfect
lattice.

The valence band �VB� structure of hexagonal HAp was
already discussed in detail elsewhere,10,11,17 which is readily
applicable to the monoclinic case. This can be easily imag-
ined because a main structural difference between the hex-
agonal and monoclinic phase is arrangement of OH groups
along the c axis �see also Fig. 1�.1,23 The lower VB around
−20 eV comprises Ca-3p and O-2s orbitals, and the upper
VB consists of O-2p components. The conduction band �CB�
above the band gap is mainly composed of Ca-3d4s orbitals.
The theoretical band gap of defect-free m-HAp is 5.3 eV,
which is almost the same with that for the hexagonal
case.10,11,17

In the presence of the vacancies, extra energy levels indi-
cated by the arrows appear around the band gap. Although
contour plots of the extra wave functions are not explicitly
shown here, except for the case of V�PO4�-a

••• �shown later in
Fig. 6�, it is confirmed that the wave functions are mainly
composed of orbital components of atoms neighboring the
vacancies, and their localized features around VH� , VOH

• ,
VCa-1� , and VCa-2a� are almost the same with the results in Fig.
5 of Ref. 17. The extra level for VH� located above the VBM
has considerable 2p components of oxygen at the first near-
est neighboring �1st NN� site �0.154 nm in distance, see
Table I� that was in the same OH− group before formation of
the H+ vacancy. It can be thus said that this wave function is
an acceptorlike one coming from the VB. On the other hand,
the VOH

• defect exhibits the extra level below the conduction
band minimum �CBM�. It is found that the extra level is
mainly composed of Ca-3d4s orbitals at the 2nd NN sites

FIG. 3. pH dependence of concentrations of ionic species in the
aqueous solution saturated with HAp.

FIG. 4. Calculated densities of states for the defect-free and the
defective supercells involving intrinsic vacancies. The notation of
V�PO4�−a

••• in �f� indicates a charged vacancy of PO4
3− centered at the

P-a site. The VBM for each supercell is set at 0 eV. Shaded areas
indicate electron-occupied bands.
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�Table I�, and thus is a donorlike one coming from the CB.
Similar to VH� , the VCa-1� and VCa-2a� defects have shallow

acceptorlike levels just above the VBM. The wave functions
consist mainly of O-2p orbitals at the 1st NN sites for VCa-1�
and at the 2nd NN sites for VCa-2a� �Table I�. It is noted that,
in the case of VCa-2a� , a hydrogen is the 1st NN atom from
VCa-2a� �0.153 nm in distance�. As can be seen in the atomic
structure around VCa-2a� �Fig. 5�, the OH− group adjacent to
the vacancy is rotated off from the c-axis direction, maintain-
ing the same O-H distance with that in bulk �0.098 nm�. This
is due to electrostatic interactions between OH− and VCa-2a� ,
where the positively charged H and negatively charged O
atoms in the OH group are oriented toward and away from
negatively charged VCa-2a� , respectively. Such a characteristic
atomic structure is also found for VCa-2b� and VCa-2c� , because
three kinds of the Ca-2 sites are located close to the OH
columns along the c axis, unlike the Ca-1 and Ca�-1 sites
�see Fig. 1�.

Regarding V�PO4�-a
••• , which denotes a vacancy of PO4

3− cen-
tered at a P-a atom, its DOS profile of Fig. 4�f� exhibits an
extra level below the CBM. From the contour map of the
wave function �Fig. 6�, this level is localized at the vacancy
site, and its main component is Ca-3d4s orbitals, which is
similar to the case of VOH

• . In the relaxed structure �see Table
I�, the 1st and 2nd NN Ca atoms from the vacancy site in the
unrelaxed state tend to move away from the vacancy, due to
electrostatic repulsion of V�PO4�-a

••• and Ca2+, whereas the sur-
rounding negatively charged O atoms tend to come close to
the vacancy by attractive electrostatic interactions with
V�PO4�-a

••• . As a result, the Ca atoms contributing the defect-
induced wave function are no longer 1st NN atoms for the
vacancy, but are located at the 3rd NN sites �0.351 nm in
distance�.

B. Interstitial and substitutional protons in HAp

In this subsection, electronic and atomic structures of pro-
tons located at interstitial sites and at Ca sites are investi-

gated. In HAp, it is expected that interstitial protons are
stable by attaching to oxygen ions of OH− or PO4

3− groups,
namely, forming H2O0 or HPO4

2−.39 In this study, therefore,
five kinds of interstitial positions for protons, shown in Fig.
7, are considered. These interstitial positions are located
around OH− and the PO4

3− centered at the P-b atom and the
following three items are taken into account for generating
initial structures for the interstitial protons: �1� An interstitial
proton is put around oxygen with 0.1 nm in distance, �2� the
proton of the O-H bond then generated points to the nearest
neighboring oxygen atom at the vertex of an adjacent PO4

3−,
and �3� is located as far away from the neighboring Ca atoms
as possible. As a result, the Hi-1

• defect corresponds to inter-
stitial H+ attaching to the OH group, and other four intersti-
tials �from Hi-2

• to Hi-5
• � are situated between oxygen atoms of

adjacent PO4
3− groups. On the other hand, as substitutional

defects, protons at five inequivalent Ca sites �see Fig. 1� with
an effective charge of −1, are calculated �for instance, de-
noted by HCa-1� for the proton at the Ca-1 site�.

As a typical example, total and atom-projected partial
DOS curves for Hi-1

• and HCa-1� are shown in Fig. 8. Extra
peaks having considerable H-1s components can be observed
around −9	−8 eV in the total and partial DOS curves �the
arrows in the figure�. Figure 9 shows the contour map of the
wave function at −8.3 eV for Hi-1

• , together with the opti-
mized atomic structure. It is found that the Hi-1

• defect around

c

Ca P O H

FIG. 5. Optimized atomic structure around VCa-2a� . The open
circle at the center indicates the original Ca-2a position that is re-
moved to form the vacancy. Thin lines represent the triangles
formed by Ca-2 ions around the OH− columns and the oxygen ions
in the second coordination shell from the Ca-2a vacancy site �see
Table I�.
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FIG. 6. Contour maps of �a� the defect-induced wave function
and �b� the valence-electron density for V�PO4�−a

••• . The PO4
3− vacancy

position is represented by “V.”
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the OH− group forms the H2O0 group, and the wave function
corresponds to bonding between H-O in the H2O0 group. In
fact, the partial DOS for O directly bonded to Hi-1

• �the bot-
tom figure of Fig. 8�a�� also shows the strong peak at the
same energy position. It is noted that the H-O length and
�H-O-H angle in the H2O0 group is about 0.10 nm and
107.8°, and the angle is slightly larger than that of an isolated
H2O molecule �104.5°�.

Likewise, the extra level appearing at −8.7 eV for HCa-1�
�Fig. 8�b�� arises from 1s components of the substituting
proton for Ca-1. However, the local atomic structure of the
proton is quite different from that of Hi-1

• . Figure 10�a� dis-
plays the optimized atomic structure around HCa-1� . The Ca-1
site is originally surrounded by six O atoms at vertices of
different PO4

3− tetrahedra �also see Table I�. After optimiza-
tion, the proton is no longer located at the Ca-1 site, but
attaches to one of the neighboring O atoms with an H-O
length of 0.10 nm, where the H+ defect is situated 0.13 nm
away from the Ca-1 site. In other words, the acid phosphate
�HPO4

2−� is formed adjacent to the Ca-1 vacancy. The extra
peak at −8.7 eV in the partial DOS of the introduced proton
corresponds to a bonding wave function for the H-O bond of
the HPO4

2− group. Such a characteristic local structure is also
found for HCa�-1

� .
In Figs. 10�b� and 10�c�, calculated atomic arrangements

around HCa-2a� , and Hi-2
• are displayed. Unlike the case of

HCa-1� , the proton in HCa-2a� does not have bonding to an O
atom of surrounding PO4

3− groups, but considerably moves
toward the OH− group to form H2O0 �Fig. 10�b��, in the
similar way to Hi-1

• . Simultaneously, it turns out that the
H2O0 group is rotated so as to make the two H-O bonds
pointing to O atoms of the adjacent PO4

3− groups, which sug-
gests tendency of hydrogen-bonding interactions of
O-H¯O. It is most likely, therefore, that the HCa-2a� defect is
stabilized by formation of the H2O0 group and the resultant
hydrogen bonding. The interstitial proton Hi-2

• �Fig. 10�c��
also forms the O-H bond, and is located between two oxygen
ions belonging to different PO4

3− groups.
As is well known, hydrogen bonding plays a major role

for cohesion of H2O molecules in ice and water. Pálinkás et
al. defined the presence of hydrogen bonds between two
H2O molecules from the O¯O distance of the two mol-
ecules of less than 0.328 nm and the angle between the O-H
bond vector and the O¯O vector ��H-O¯O� of less than
20°.40 According to this definition, the local atomic structures
of the interstitial and substitutional protons in HAp are ana-
lyzed, from the geometrical viewpoint related to hydrogen
bonding. Table II shows O-H* bond lengths, O¯O dis-
tances, and �H*-O¯O angles around the interstitial and
substitutional protons that are denoted by H* in this table. It
can be seen that the local bonding configurations of Hi

• and
HCa-2� defects satisfy the above definition, so that they are
considered to make hydrogen bonding with the surrounding
PO4

3− groups �see also Figs. 9�a� and 10�b��. In fact, the
O¯O distances for Hi

• and HCa-2� �about 0.26 nm� are much
smaller than those in the perfect HAp lattice �about 0.30 nm
for two neighboring PO4

3− and about 0.33 nm for the OH−

and its adjacent PO4
3− group�, which further indicates

hydrogen-bonding formation due to the proton incorporation.
Additionally, it is noted that the HCa-2� defects form H2O0

Ca P O H

TOP VIEW

SIDE VIEW

c axis

c axis

FIG. 7. Illustrations representing initial atomic positions for in-
terstitial protons in HAp. In the present study, five kinds of different
interstitial sites are considered, which are numbered in this figure.
For clarity, only the PO4

3− tetrahedron and OH− group attached by
the interstitials are highlighted, and the surrounding ions and groups
are drawn by open circles, irrespective of atomic species. Triangles
drawn by thin solid lines around the OH− group indicate the ones
formed by the triangular Ca-2 ions.

FIG. 8. Total and partial DOS curves for HAp supercells con-
taining Hi-1

• and HCa-1� . The VBM values are set at 0 eV. Shaded
areas in the total DOSs indicate electron-occupied bands.
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groups by being bonded to OH−, and that another O-H bonds
in the H2O0 groups are also hydrogen bonded to adjacent
PO4

3− groups �see the values in parentheses in Table II�. This
situation can be observed in Fig. 10�b�, which will favor
formation of the substitutional protons.

In contrast, the HCa-1� and HCa�-1
� defects �Fig. 10�a�� have

larger �H*-O¯O angles than the angle criterion of 20° for
hydrogen bonding formation. It can be considered, therefore,
that the protons no longer have hydrogen bonding interac-
tions with the surrounding PO4

3− groups, unlike Hi
• and HCa-2� .

In fact, the O¯O distances in HCa-1� and HCa�-1
� are also

larger, indicating their weak hydrogen bonding interactions
with the neighboring PO4

3− groups.

C. Formation energies and equilibrium concentrations of
defects

From total energies of supercells containing the individual
defect species, their formation energies and equilibrium con-
centrations in HAp are calculated. For a point defect � with
a formation energy of �Hf, its equilibrium concentration C�

can be obtained as follows:

C� = N� exp�− �Hf/kBT� . �32�

Here, N� is the number of sites per unit volume for the de-
fect. In the present case, N� is 3.7�1021 cm−3 for defects at

Ca2+, PO4
3−, and OH− sites, while 1.1�1022 cm−3 for inter-

stitial protons at the sites 2 to 5 �see Fig. 7�. In this formula,
interactions between defects are not taken into account ex-
plicitly. Due to charge neutrality requirement in the HAp
crystal, the concentrations of isolated point defects with ef-
fective charge q� are constrained as

�
�

q�C� − n + p = 0, �33�

where n and p represent electron and hole concentrations at
VB and CB edges, respectively. However, it is assumed here
to be n= p=0 because HAp is essentially considered to be an
insulator with the large theoretical band gap of 5.3 eV. As
stated earlier, the inner potential term �HAp

aq 	 in Eq. �8� is
used as a variable to determine the charged-defect concen-
trations from Eq. �33�.

Figure 11 shows variations of �Hf for the charged defect
species as a function of pH. Except for VH� and VOH

• , defect
formation energies at possible inequivalent atomic sites in
the HAp lattice are calculated �see Secs. III A and II B�, but
only the results showing the lowest formation energies for
the respective defect species are displayed here. It is obvious
that HCa-2a� and Hi-1

• exhibit smaller formation energies over
the entire pH range, as compared to other defects, and their

Ca
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CaCa
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H
O

H
O
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O

O

O

O

O

O

O

(b)

(a)

Ca P O H

*

c

FIG. 9. Optimized atomic structure of Hi-1
• in HAp �a�, and the

contour map of the defect-induced wave function �b�. The thick
broken line connecting the interstitial proton and the oxygen atom
in �a� indicates hydrogen bonding between the atoms. In �b�, only
atomic positions close to the cross sectional plane are depicted.

*

*

c

*

c

c

FIG. 10. Optimized atomic structures around HCa-1� , HCa-2a� , and
Hi-2

• . Protons introduced as defects are indicated by asterisks. Open
circles in �a� and �b� represent initial atomic sites of protons substi-
tuting for the Ca ions, and the nearest neighboring oxygen ions
from the vacancy sites are depicted by thin solid lines. In �b� and
�c�, the triangles by Ca-2 ions are also drawn. Thick broken lines
suggest hydrogen bonding between OH and its neighboring O.
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formation energies decrease with decreasing pH. Since the
lower pH value indicates larger H+ concentrations in the
aqueous solution equilibrating with HAp, it is understood
that the proton-related defects are easily introduced in HAp.

Figure 12�a� displays pH dependence of total equilibrium
concentrations for the individual defect species at 298 K. As
can be imagined from Fig. 11, the Hi

• and HCa� defects can be
formed more abundantly than the other defect species. Since
a number of possible defect locations are considered for Hi

•

and HCa� �e.g., see Fig. 7�, the concentrations at the different
defect sites are separately plotted in Figs. 12�b� and 12�c�. In
the case of the interstitials �Fig. 12�b��, the concentration of

Hi-1
• is by several orders of magnitudes larger than those of

the other interstitials, which corresponds to a formation en-
ergy difference of more than 0.16 eV. The Hi-1

• defect forms
a H2O0 group by attaching to the lattice OH− group, while
the other interstitials are in the form of HPO4

2− �see Figs. 9
and 10�c��. The H2O0-group formation results in the smaller
formation energy of Hi-1

• . On the other hand, substitutional
protons at Ca-2 sites have much larger concentrations, as
compared to protons at Ca-1 sites �Fig. 12�c��. In fact, it is
found that �Hf values for the HCa-2� defects are by more than
0.18 eV smaller than those for HCa-1� . Such a difference in
formation energy can also be attributed to formation of the
H2O0 group and the resultant hydrogen bonds with the adja-
cent PO4

3− groups �see Figs. 10�a� and 10�b�, and Table II�.
From the results shown above, it seems likely that Hi-1

•

and HCa-2� are dominant in HAp in equilibrium with the HAp-
satulated aqueous solution. However, when the numbers of
sites for the defect species in the original HAp lattice are
considered �N�
1021	1022 cm−3�, their calculated defect
concentrations are still too small to conclude that the defects
are responsible for the nonstoichiometry of HAp. Accord-
ingly, effects of defect association are further investigated.
Defect association often reduces defect formation energies
due to electrostatic interactions between charged point de-
fects. In particular, the above two defects of Hi-1

• and HCa-2� ,
whose formation is energetically more favorable among the
charged species, are located around the lattice OH− groups
along the c axis, so that their association is spatially possible.
Then a charge-neutral defect complex of �HCa-2c� ,Hi-1

• �� is
calculated here. In this case, the 352-atom supercells are also
used, where the respective defect species in the complexes
are put in their nearest neighboring configuration. In addition
to them, for comparison, defect complexes of
�HCa-2c� ,VOH

• ��, �VCa-1� ,2Hi
•��, �VH� ,VOH

• ��, and
�VCa-2c� ,2VOH

• �� are also calculated in the aforementioned
manner.

TABLE II. Interatomic distances and bond angles around interstitial and substitutional protons. Here,
protons introduced as the defects are denoted by H* in this table, in order to distinguish them from protons
in the lattice OH− groups. The O¯O distances are the ones between two oxygen atoms neighboring to H*

that would be considered as hydrogen bonding linkages. In the cases of substitutional protons at the Ca-2
sites, values in parentheses indicate results for protons of the lattice OH− groups that form H2O0 groups with
the substitutional protons �see Fig. 10�b��.

Defect O-H* length �nm� O¯O distance �nm� �H*-O¯O �deg.�

Hi-1
• 0.105 0.257 2.4

Hi-2
• 0.101 0.267 14.1

Hi-3
• 0.106 0.251 5.7

Hi-4
• 0.106 0.255 6.8

Hi-5
• 0.101 0.269 18.0

HCa-1� 0.099 0.328 28.7

HCa�-1� 0.099 0.320 23.4

HCa-2a� 0.103
�0.099�

0.259
�0.323�

11.7
�7.0�

HCa-2b� 0.101
�0.099�

0.266
�0.303�

14.0
�3.3�

HCa-2c� 0.103
�0.099�

0.260
�0.323�

12.1
�6.9�

FIG. 11. Changes in the defect formation energies in HAp as a
function of pH. In this plot, interactions between charged defect
species are not taken into account. For each defect species, only the
result for the most stable defect site is shown.
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Figure 13 shows the formation energies and concentra-
tions �at 298 K� of the defect complexes as a function of pH.
In Fig. 13�b�, only the concentration profiles for
�HCa-2c� ,Hi-1

• �� and �VCa-1� ,2Hi
•�� can be observed, because

concentrations of the other defect complexes are much
smaller than the two defect complexes. It is obvious that the
defect complexes tend to have smaller formation energies, as
compared to the isolated charged defects as shown in Fig. 11,
indicating the pronounced effect of defect association. It is
worth mentioning here that the �HCa-2c� ,Hi-1

• �� complex is
most stable and its formation energy decreases with lowering
pH to become zero around pH=5.5. Therefore, its concentra-
tion increases with decreasing pH and saturates below pH of
around 5.5. This suggests that Ca-2c ions are completely
replaced by protons in such a low pH range.

The �VCa-1� ,2Hi
•�� defect complex also shows a smaller

formation energy than �HCa-2c� ,VOH
• ��, �VCa-2c� ,2VOH

• ��, and

�VH� ,VOH
• ��, whereas its formation energy is more than

0.2 eV larger than �HCa-2c� ,Hi-1
• ��. This results in that the

concentration of �VCa-1� ,2Hi
•�� becomes by many orders of

magnitude smaller in the entire pH range, as compared with
that of �HCa-2c� ,Hi-1

• ��.
Figure 14 depicts the optimized atomic structures of

�HCa-2c� ,Hi-1
• ��, �VCa-1� ,2Hi

•��, and �HCa-2c� ,VOH
• ��. In the

�HCa-2c� ,Hi-1
• �� complex �Fig. 14�a��, the H+ defect substitut-

ing for Ca-2c is no longer located at the original position but
moves into the neighboring O atom to form HPO4

2−, making
a hydrogen-bonding linkage of O-H¯O with the neighbor-
ing PO4

3− group. The Hi-1
• defect in this complex still stays

next to the OH− group, and the H2O0 group then formed is
rotated to make two hydrogen-bonding linkages with the two
adjacent PO4

3− groups. In Table III, the presence of hydrogen
bonding in �HCa-2c� ,Hi-1

• �� can be understood from the O¯O
distances and the �H*-O¯O angles satisfying the geo-
metrical criterions for hydrogen bonding by Pálinkás et al.40

Such formation of hydrogen-bonding linkages around the
Ca-2c site may contribute to the stability of the defect com-
plex.

On the other hand, the atomic structure of the
�VCa-1� ,2Hi

•�� complex �Fig. 14�b�� also resembles that of the

FIG. 12. Equilibrium defect concentrations in HAp against pH.
�a� total concentrations of respective defect species, �b� concentra-
tions of interstitial protons at different sites, and �c� those of protons
at different substitutional Ca sites.

FIG. 13. Calculated formation energies and equilibrium concen-
trations of defect complexes as a function of pH.
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HCa-1� defect shown in Fig. 10�a�. The two interstitial protons
have bonding with O atoms at the 1st NN sites from the Ca-1
site �O-H bond length of 0.10 nm�. However, the two O-H
bond directions are tilted by 22.8° and 24.9° toward the VCa-1�
site from the O¯O lines of the neighboring PO4

3− groups
�Table III�. This indicates that the hydrogen bonding is rather
weak and alternatively the protons are attracted toward the
vacancy site due to electrostatic interactions between H+ and
VCa-1� . In the case of �HCa-2c� ,VOH

• ��, the proton originally
located at the Ca-2c site attaches to the PO4

3− group and tends
to form the O-H*

¯O linkage with the adjacent PO4
3− group.

As stated earlier, a number of models for point defects in
Ca-deficient HAp were proposed, where introduction of pro-
tons to the HAp lattice is responsible for the Ca
deficiency.2–9 In this regard, the present calculations show
that the proton-related defects exhibit much smaller forma-
tion energies than other defects irrelevant to protons, and the

�HCa-2� ,Hi-1
• �� defect is abundantly formed in the low pH

range. As shown in the optimized structure of �HCa-2c� ,Hi-1
• ��

in Fig. 14�a�, the proton originally substituting for the Ca-2c
ion is no longer situated at that site, and forms HPO4

2− by
being hydrogen-bonded to the adjacent PO4

3− group. As a
result, the defect structure of �HCa-2c� ,Hi-1

• �� can also be re-
garded as the associated defect complex of �VCa-2� ,2Hi

•��,
which is close to the mechanism by Posner et al.2–4 In the
present case, however, one proton charge-compensating for
Ca2+vacancies is in the form of H2O0 by being bonded to the
lattice OH− groups. It should be noted that the formation of
�VCa-1� ,2Hi

•�� is also the similar charge-compensation
mechanism but its concentration is found to be quite small
�Fig. 13�b��. The Ca vacancy formation due to proton incor-
poration strongly depends on the atomic sites in the HAp
crystal structure.

As shown in Fig. 14�c�, the substitutional proton in the
�HCa-2c� ,VOH

• �� also undergoes significant displacements
from the Ca-2c site to the interstitial site to form HPO4

2−, so
that the defect configuration can be described in a different
way as �VCa-2c� ,VOH

• ,Hi
•��. Such a charge-compensation

mechanism was proposed in Refs. 5–9. However, since the
calculated equilibrium concentration for the defect complex
is quite small �see Fig. 13�, it can be said from the present
results that formation of �VCa� ,VOH

• ,Hi
•�� in HAp is unlikely.

Finally, from the calculated concentrations of defect com-
plexes, the Ca /P molar ratio of HAp as a function of pH is
evaluated in Fig. 15. As shown in Fig. 13, the concentration
of �HCa-2c� ,Hi-1

• �� is much larger �by more than ten orders of
magnitude� than those of the other complexes, and also the
formation energy of PO4

3− vacancies is too high to contribute
to loss of phosphorous in the entire pH range �Fig. 11�. As a
result, it is found that the variation of Ca /P ratio is deter-
mined mostly by loss of calcium ions due to the formation of
�HCa-2� ,Hi-1

• �� at the Ca-2abc sites. In order to obtain Fig. 15,
the defect complexes of �HCa-2a� ,Hi-1

• �� and �HCa-2b� ,Hi-1
• ��

are also separately calculated. It is confirmed that they have
almost identical defect configurations with �HCa-2c� ,Hi-1

• ��and
the formation-energy difference is within 0.03 eV. This can
be imagined from the similarity of structural and chemical
environments of Ca-2a, Ca-2b, and Ca-2c sites.

In Fig. 15, the Ca /P ratio starts to lower at pH�7.5 from
the stoichiometric value of Ca /P=1.67, and decreases with
decreasing pH. It can be seen that experimental data by
Zawacki et al.,41 obtained from HAp precipitates from the
supersaturated solution with respect to HAp, also shows the

**

Ca
P
O
H
VCa, VOH

*
*

(a)

c

(b)

(c)

(HCa-2c,Hi-1) (VCa-1,2Hi )

(HCa-2c,VOH)

*

VOH

VCa

FIG. 14. Optimized atomic structures of defect complexes
�HCa-2c� ,Hi-1

• ��, �VCa-1� ,2Hi
•��, and �HCa-2� ,VOH

• ��. These are drawn
in the same manner with Fig. 10.

TABLE III. Interatomic distances and bond angles around protons in the defect complexes, which are
obtained from the optimized structures in Fig. 14 and are listed in the similar way to Table II.

Defect O-H* length �nm� O¯O distance �nm� �H*-O¯O �deg.�

�HCa-2c� ,Hi-1
• �� 0.102 0.261 11.3

0.102
�0.099�

0.269
�0.308�

10.3
�6.5�

�VCa-1� ,2Hi
•�� 0.098 0.363 24.9

0.098 0.339 22.8

�HCa-2c� ,VOH
• �� 0.103 0.270 12.6
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similar trend of decrease in Ca /P ratio against pH.
It is noted here that the Ca /P ratio becomes constant

�0.67� at pH of less than about 5.5. This is because the for-
mation energy of �HCa-2� ,Hi-1

• �� becomes negative at that pH,
indicating that Ca-2 ions can be completely replaced by pro-
tons. In contrast, the concentration of �VCa-1� ,2Hi

•�� is still
too small to contribute to the Ca deficiency of HAp �Fig.
13�b��. The constant Ca /P value of 0.67 indicates that Ca-1
and Ca�-1 ions remain in the HAp lattice even at such a low
pH.

When the Ca-2 ions are completely missing at the low pH
condition, it is thought that such highly defective HAp crys-
tals are no longer stable and are easy to dissolve in the sur-
rounding solution. In fact, it is reported that HAp exhibits
increase in solubility with decreasing pH,42–44 and that HAp
minerals in naturally occurring teeth undergo rapid dissolu-
tion into plaque fluids around pH 
5.5.44 Based on the
present theoretical results, it is speculated that these experi-
mentally observed results and phenomena may be related to

HAp instability due to the negative formation energy of
�HCa-2� ,Hi-1

• �� in the low pH range.
Of course, HAp minerals in natural bones and teeth con-

tain a variety of impurities that affect the crystal stability of
HAp. In addition, surface chemistry of HAp, such as crystal-
lography, surface termination and water adsorption, may play
an important role for the defect stability and the resultant
nonstoichiometry. In spite of such factors involved in real
HAp, it is thought that the present first-principles approach
represents some of salient features of complicated physics
and chemistry in the biomaterials. Detailed impurity effects
and surface effects in HAp properties will be addressed in
near future.

IV. SUMMARY

First-principles calculations were performed for vacancies
and protons in HAp, to investigate the dominant defect-
formation mechanism inducing nonstoichiometry of HAp. As
compared to intrinsic vacancies, interstitial and Ca-
substituted protons tend to show smaller formation energies.
The protons in HAp form H2O0 and HPO4

2− by being bonded
to adjacent OH− and PO4

3− groups and are stabilized by hy-
drogen bonding with neighboring PO4

3− groups. In particular,
the effect of defect association is significant, and the defect
complexes of interstitial and Ca-substituted protons around
the OH− groups of the HAp lattice are easy to form in low
pH conditions, even at the low temperature of 298 K. Then,
it is found that the Ca /P molar ratios of HAp decrease with
decreasing pH, which is in reasonable agreement with ex-
periment.
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